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BOND FEVER CONTINUES WITH MI6 DECLASSIFIED ISSUE
#5
ISSUE #5 OUT NOW
th

(London, UK, April 27 , 2009) Bond Fever Continues! MI6 Declassified, the new full-colour
magazine celebrating the world of 007, returns with its fifth issue.
“Quantum of Solace” divided some fans and critics over its style and substance, but one fact is
undeniable: 007 was back at the box-office in record-breaking form. With opening weekend tallies
smashing historical highs almost everywhere he went, Bond Fever was rampant once again. MI6
Declassified #5 looks at how the 22nd film thrilled cities around the world and speaks to some of
the creative talent behind the movie... and keep an eye out for an exclusive cut scene still!
Packed with an arsenal of fascinating features and eye-popping visuals, whether your passion is
with the movies, books, comics or videogames, MI6 Declassified will satisfy your appetite for all
aspects of the James Bond canon.
The fifth issue includes:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Premiere Bond - Coverage from Leicester Square for the “Quantum of Solace” debut
Around The World With 007 - Following the worldwide launch of the latest film
Box Office Bond - Bond Fever hits at cinemas as records are smashed
In Their Own Words - Cast and crew discuss making “Quantum of Solace”
Making Another Way To Die - Jack White and Alicia Keys talk about the title song
John Gardner A Life In Literature - A tribute to the late continuation author
including his last in-depth interview

•

Giving Bond His Booms, Bangs & Beeps - Interview with Oscar-winning sound
editor Norman Wanstall

•
•

Zig Zag Comics - Uncovering the rare ‘60s series from South America
The Bond Connection - A unique look at the world through Fleming’s eyes in Thrilling
Cities

•

The Last Word - Mya Harrison on singing and starring in Everything or Nothing

Issue #5 is now shipping around the world. To order online, visit www.mi6magazine.com
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